: Probability of correct classification (top), correct identification of residual larval intensity (N < 500, centre) and significant larval settlement (N ≥ 500, bottom) for 1000 training (left, 75% of data) and validation samples (right, 25% of data). R: GAM fit according to the mean solar irradiance registered 30-45 days before sampling. R+ Q: GAM fit according to R and mean continental runoff of 10-30 days before sampling (Q), R+ W: GAM model according to R and the interaction between the mean wind speed and direction registered 10-30 days before sampling (W). R+Q+W: GAM fit according to solar irradiance (R), continental runoff and wind regime (W). GAM fits were conducted with the binomial family. and mean continental runoff 10-30 days before sampling (Q). R*Q+W: GAM fit according to the interaction of R, Q and the interaction between the mean wind speed and direction recorded 10-30 days before sampling (W). The GAM models were fitted with the ziplss family considering R as explanatory variable to estimate the probability of significant settlement. fR:
functional GAM fit according to the curves of solar irradiance from 15 to 45 days before sampling. f(R+Q): functional GAM fit according to the curves of solar irradiance and continental runoff from 15 to 45 days prior to sampling. Table S2 : Minimum irradiance level needed to obtain settlement probabilities higher than 0.5 (I), 0.75 (II) and 0.9 (III) for the GAM fit according to solar irradiance. Probability of correct classification with GAM fits (2) and (4): proportion of weeks with (N ≥ 500) and without (N < 500) settlement correctly classified. Irradiance threshold for each year and percentages of correct classification were obtained by cross-validation, i.e. settlement probabilities at year j were obtained fitting the models in the remainder years.
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Model IRRADIANCE THERSHOLD % CORRECT CLASSIFICATION
